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Dear Academy Family,

“Beauty is not simply something to behold; it is something 
one can do.” … Toni Morrison

Love, laughter, and learning are the essence of beautiful 
memories. 

We share all of these with our IATL Family through our travels 
with the Academy. Lifelong friendships are forged, new 
destinations are discovered, new life chapters are written. 
From African safaris to Viennese waltzes, each day on our 
International Trips brings renewed awareness that our world 
is united by nature, wonderful people, culture and adventure.

We are so honored to continue the tradition of the Academy 
by enriching your experiences with our specially curated 
Berlin, Amsterdam, and Belgium trip.  Please share with us 
the beauty that we have discovered in these special places. 
We promise you smiles, laughter, lifelong memories and 
unique experiences that are only available to our IATL family.

We’ll begin with a pre-trip outside of Berlin at Schloss Fleesensee...a hundred year old castle in 
a nature preserve and national forest. You’ll relax, walk, run, golf, swim, spa and enjoy wonderful 
surroundings, food, and camaraderie as you adjust to the local time from your flights. Our first 
stop, thereafter, is Berlin — one of the world’s great cities and a place that instantly drew us in.  
While there, we will enjoy the luxury of the Adlon Kempinski Hotel located at the Brandenburg 
Gate. The Reichstag will be our venue for a private event on the rooftop with all of Berlin before 
us.  Museum Island, the Berlin Wall, Jewish Museum and other city sites, as well as a special trip 
to Potsdam, are all offered and included to enrich our experience.    

We’ll next travel by private plane to Amsterdam where we’ll visit the Hague, cruise the canals, 
and enjoy fine dining. Activities include visits to the Rijksmusium and Van Gogh museums, 
historic sites, and Academy Only events.  Our hotel, the L’Europe, in the center of the city, is one 
of the jewels of Amsterdam. It is a place of wonderful people, fantastic food and great scenery.

Then, we’re off to Belgium to visit Bruges and Brussels with a stop at Antwerp.  We’ll stay at 
the Hotel Dukes Palace in Bruges and the Hotel Amigo in the center of old town Brussels. This 
historical city is significant  in both its cultural enrichment and historically momentous events. 
Our excursions will include tours of War Memorials, art museums, and fabulous statuary. As 
Brussels is the home to the European Union, a site visit to EU Headquarters will be offered.  
We’ll visit the medieval city of Ghent, where the Treaty of Ghent was signed and the home of 
The Gothic Cathedral of St. Bavo and St Nicholas-two of the three famous towers of Ghent. 

We hope you’ll join us in an experience that has given us so much joy in planning. We have 
beautiful memories to create but as space is limited and we expect to fill up quickly, 
please register early for this most special trip!

Warmest regards,

Pat and Roman
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PRE-TRIP // GERMANY
SCHLOSS FLEESENSEE
September 2-5, 2020

GERMANY
BERLIN
September 5-9, 2020

NETHERLANDS
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September 9-13, 2020
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BRUGES + BRUSSELS
September 13-17, 2020



PRE-TRIP // GERMANY // SEPTEMBER 2-5, 2020

SCHLOSS FLEESENSEE



Here, amidst the peace and seclusion 
of unique natural surroundings, you 

will find the time and leisure to connect 
with your true self, leave everyday life 

behind you, and recharge your batteries 
in a relaxing environment away from the 

hustle and bustle of city life.  

The SCHLOSS Hotel is situated in the heart 
of Mecklenburg’s Lake Plateau, a magical 
expanse of natural scenery just over 60 miles 
from Berlin. During your time as a guest, here 
you will find all the peace and relaxation you 
need in order to rediscover your true self. You 
can look forward to the land of a thousand 
lakes, Europe’s largest water sports area, an 
immense wealth of flora and fauna, distinctive 
natural landmarks and historic buildings. The 
SCHLOSS Hotel is situated right in their midst.

In addition to the numerous possibilities 
offered by SCHLOSS Golf (a beautiful and 
challenging golf course designed by Stan 
Eby) and SCHLOSS Spa (where you can 
indulge in natural, effective treatments to 
pamper your body and soul), you can also 
focus on entirely different challenges at 
the SCHLOSS Hotel and draw up your own 
personal activity program. The choices 
range from the popular Fleesensee 
SPAworld to cycling, golfing, tennis, 
squash, riding, water sports and fitness.

Experience unforgettable moments 
in a stylish atmosphere with 
fabulous rooms and suites, plus an 
exceptional culinary experience 

with numerous products grown 
locally in the SCHLOSS gardens. 

This is the perfect place to 
relax and recharge from your 

international flight before the 
main trip begins.
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GERMANY // SEPTEMBER 5-9, 2020

BERLIN



Ask Berliners what they love about 
the German capital and some 

will talk about the joys of post-
Communist freedom, others about 

Kreuzberg’s energetic nightlife, others 
about Friedrichshain’s exciting young 

designers. Berlin can fill you with wonder, 
contemplating the future in the crystalline 

Reichstag and high-rise Potsdamer Platz, 
and with emotion, revisiting the past at 
the Jewish Museum and remnants of the 
Berlin Wall. The nostalgic, the party lover, 
the trendsetter, today’s Berlin is one city, 
many characters - different every time you 
look but never looked at indifferently.

Eight times the size of Paris, Berlin does not 
lack for things to do. This reunited city’s 
treasures include Norman Foster’s panoramic 
glass-domed Reichstag (German Parliament), 
the historic Brandenburg Gate and UNESCO-
listed Museum Island’s galleries, where 
Egypt’s Queen Nefertiti hides. Trace Berlin’s 
turbulent past at the Libeskind-designed 
Jewish Museum and walk the artiest stretch 
of Wall at the East Side Gallery.

The fall of the Wall was the party of the 
20th century, and even today Berlin still 
hasn’t run out of steam. Glitzy 1920s 
cabaret lives on along Friedrichstrasse, 
while classical music rings out of 
Mitte’s lavish concert halls like the 
neoclassical Staatsoper. Canal-side 
bars draw revelers to Kreuzberg 
and Friedrichshain. September  

evenings are best spent chatting 
and sipping foamy wheat 

beer under chestnut trees 
in Prenzlauer Berg’s Prater 

Garten beer garden.
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NETHERLANDS // SEPTEMBER 9-13, 2020

AMSTERDAM



This city, full of colorful homes, canals 
and bridges, is one of Europe’s most 

picturesque capitals. You can’t walk a 
mile without bumping into a masterpiece 

in the city. The Van Gogh Museum hangs 
the world’s largest collection by tortured 

native son Vincent. A few blocks away, 
Vermeers, Rembrandts and other Golden 

Age treasures fill the glorious Rijksmuseum. 

Two wheeling is a way of life here. It is how 
Amsterdammers commute to work, go 
shopping and meet a date for dinner. With 
all the bike rental shops around, it’s easy to 
gear up and take a spin. If locals aren’t on 
a bike, they may well be in a boat. With its 
canals and massive harbor, this city offers 
countless opportunities to drift. Hop in a 
canal boat or one of the free ferries behind 
Centraal Station for a wind-in-your-hair ride.

A day trip to The Hague, residence of the 
Dutch royal family and a true royal city by 
the sea, will afford sprawling palaces, coastal 
views, and a rich history all to be discovered.

Amsterdam is famously gezellig, a Dutch 
quality that translates roughly as convivial 
or cozy. It’s more easily experienced than 
defined. There’s a sense of time stopping, 
an intimacy of the here and now that 
leaves all your troubles behind, at least 
until tomorrow. You can get that warm, 
fuzzy feeling in many situations, but 
the easiest place is a traditional brown 
café. Named for their wood panelling 
and walls stained by smoke over the 

centuries, brown cafés practically 
have gezelligheid (coziness) on 

tap, alongside good beer. Few 
cities meld history with modern 

urban flair like Amsterdam.
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BELGIUM // SEPTEMBER 13-17, 2020

BRUGES + BRUSSELS



One of the best-preserved medieval 
cities in Europe,  Bruges has blossomed 

with romance and art. Picturesque 
cobbled lanes and dreamy canals link 

photogenic market squares lined with 
soaring towers, historical churches and 

lane after lane of old whitewashed alms-
houses. The city center is compact, and 

you’ll find you can explore the best places 
in the city within walking distance from the 
Market Square (Grote Markt). 

Bruges is a city that will capture your heart. It 
is a city of human proportions, but one that 
can never be truly fathomed. Its history has 
made it great, a fact that garnered it the title 
of a Unesco World Heritage City. Retaining 
the mysteries of the Middle Ages and 
unashamedly exuberant, Bruges has been an 
international metropolis for centuries.

Just 60 miles southeast of Bruges, Brussels 
boasts fine museums and Michelin-starred 
restaurants (the city claims more per capita 
than Paris), as well as some of the best 
classical music and opera in Europe. 

The cityscape swings from majestic to 
quirky to rundown and back again. Art 
deco facades face off against 1960s 
concrete developments, and regal 19th-
century mansions contrast with the 
shimmering glass of the EU’s Gotham 
City. This whole maelstrom swirls out 
from Brussels’ medieval core, where 
the Grand Place is surely one of the 
world’s most beautiful squares.

Plus, a must-visit for anyone with 
a sweet tooth, both Bruges and 

Brussels are known for their 
chocolate, Belgian chocolate 

that is.
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12  |  Hotels

HOTELS
SCHLOSS HOTEL

PRE-TRIP // GERMANY // SEPTEMBER 2-5, 2020

Built in 1842, this Baroque castle hotel in Gohren-Lebbin is 
located in the heart of Mecklenburg’s lake district.

With a total of 179 quality rooms and suites, SCHLOSS Hotel 
provides modern comfort and utmost elegance.

The attractive natural surroundings at SCHLOSS invite you 
to not just relax but also to go outside and get active. Enjoy 
cycling, golfing, tennis, squash, riding, water sports and 
fitness.

Completely refurbished and redesigned,  SCHLOSS Spa 
is a wonderful place for leaving the stress of everyday life 
behind you, connecting with your inner self, and enjoying 
some fantastic time out with deep relaxation.

The modern and contemporary gourmet restaurant offers 
you culinary delights of the highest class preferably from 
regional, private cultivation. 

HOTEL ADLON KEMPINSKI 
BERLIN // SEPTEMBER 5-9, 2020

Situated at Pariser Platz square next to the most famous 
landmark of Berlin, the Brandenburg Gate, the Hotel Adlon 
Kempinski offers unique sophistication with equally lavish 
style and comfort.

In the heart of the vibrant city of Berlin, you’ll be surrounded 
by sights and attractions, exclusive boutiques, galleries and 

theaters during your stay.

Exquisite accommodations offer marble bathrooms and 
stunning views of the Berlin cityscape.

Leave the world behind by booking your treatment at the Adlon 
Spa by Resense. Indulge in pure relaxation and exquisite service 

to balance your inner self and to gain new strength.

At Hotel Adlon Kempinski, you can embark on a journey of endless 
culinary possibilities including the Michelin-starred Lorenz Adlon 

Esszimmer and sumptuous brasserie-style Quarré Restaurant.



    

HOTEL DE L’EUROPE
AMSTERDAM // SEPTEMBER 9-13, 2020

In a picturesque setting jutting out into the Amstel River and 
overlooking the Mint Tower, this is the top stop in Amsterdam 
for traditionalists in search of some old fashioned protocol.

Dining is a highlight, with the boldly modern French room, 
Bord’Eau, proudly displaying a pair of Michelin stars. A canal-
side table here is one of the most romantic spots in the city.

Skins Institute - De L’Europe Spa & Wellness transports you 
to a tranquil haven designed to lavishly pamper, indulge 
and nourish your mind, body and spirit.

HOTEL DUKES’ PALACE
BRUGES // SEPTEMBER 13-15, 2020

This former residence of the Burgundian aristocracy and a 
unique five-star hotel is ideally located in the heart of the 
UNESCO World Heritage city of Bruges. 

From the moment you enter one of the 110 rooms, you will 
appreciate the gracious touches and tranquility of this 
15th century palace.

The culinary selection of Hotel Dukes’ Palace is rich and 
multifaceted; the Dukes’ restaurant offers a fair, classic 
cuisine with a modern touch, while the Atelier bar is the 
ideal location to get acquainted with Belgian beers.

A haven of peace, tranquility and serenity, the spa is 
dedicated to luxury and relaxation.

HOTEL AMIGO 
BRUSSELS // SEPTEMBER 15-17, 2020

Hotel Amigo is an elegant hotel set among the cobbled streets of 
Brussels, just around the corner from the beautiful Grand Place. 

The illustrious hotel is decorated with Belgian accents, reflecting 
the city’s history and heritage, and many of the rooms and suites 
have been recently refurbished by interior designer, Olga Polizzi.

Ristorante Bocconi offers the finest Mediterranean flavors in the best 
Italian restaurant in Brussels.

Watch the world go by while enjoying drinks in the stylish Bar A. Relax 
in the leather chairs with an aperitif, cognac or glass of wine.
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14  |  Tour Inclusions

TOUR INCLUSIONS
SCHLOSS FLEESENSEE

PRE-TRIP // GERMANY // SEPTEMBER 2-5, 2020

 Three nights at the SCHLOSS Hotel with daily IATL breakfast

Transfers from Berlin to the hotel and back to Berlin for the main 
program

Welcome reception and dinner for all IATL travelers

Access to the health club, sauna, steam room and retreat 
programs such as Pilates & Yoga

BERLIN
GERMANY // SEPTEMBER 5-9, 2020

Four nights at the historic Hotel Adlon Kempinski Berlin 
with daily IATL breakfast

Welcome reception and dinner for all IATL travelers

Historical visits to the former East Berlin, including 
checkpoint Charlie, Brandenburg Gate, East Side Gallery and 
some of the main architectural highlights of the city

Visit to Potsdam including Sanssouci Palace and Cecilienhof 
with lunch in the old Dutch Quarter

Jewish History Tour

Visit to Museum Island and the 5 world renowned museums 

IATL Reception at the Reichstag

IATL Gala Roaring 20’s Party (1920’s)

Other optional tours to fit a variety of interests

All transfers and baggage handling

AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS // SEPTEMBER 9-13, 2020

Private plane transfer between Berlin and Amsterdam**

Four nights at the Hotel De L’Europe with daily IATL breakfast

Scenic cocktail cruise on the canals of Amsterdam with dinner at the 
top restaurants in the city

Walking tour of central Amsterdam 

Optional visits of Rijksmuseum and Van Gogh Museum



    

Optional visit of Anne Frank House

Optional tour to the countryside of North Holland

Cruising the harbor and scenic waterways with dinner and 
dancing aboard the Prins von Oranje

Visit to The Hague including the Mauritshuis Museum

All transfers and baggage handling

BRUGES + BRUSSELS
BELGIUM // SEPTEMBER 13-17, 2020

Two nights at Hotel Dukes’ Palace with daily IATL breakfast

Walking tour of Bruges – the “Venice of the North”

Typical Flemish lunch in Bruges

Canal cruise in Bruges

Optional museum visits to Groeninge Museum and Memling 
in Sint-Jan Hospital Museum

Savor the gastronomy of Bruges and Brussels featuring 
Michelin starred restaurants along with classic Belgian 
specialties - beer, chocolates, and waffles.

Special Dinner in Bruges for all IATL travelers

Visit of Ghent, one of the most authentic cities in Europe

Two nights at the Hotel Amigo with daily IATL breakfast

Walking tour of central Brussels

Visit of the Sablon area of Brussels with chocolate and 
champagne tasting

Optional visit of Magritte Museum

Optional visit of World War I and II sites, including Waterloo

Gourmet dining and farewell for all IATL travelers

All transfers and luggage handling
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TOUR INCLUSIONS

Group arrival/departure transfers, luggage handling, gratuities and hospitality desk 
included throughout trip

Please note: Tours are subject to change or cancellation based on meeting minimum 
participation.

**The main trip will have a private charter flight from Berlin to Amsterdam. The cost for this 
international flight is not included in the tour package price and will be billed at a later date.



IATL 2020 REGISTRATION FORM
q   Pre-Trip: Spetember 2-5, 2020   $1,690 or ($1,750*)

 Schloss Fleesensee, Germany: September 2-5, 2020

q   Main Trip: September 5-17, 2020   $10,750 or ($11,126*)

 Berlin, Germany: September 5-9, 2020

 Amsterdam, Netherlands: September 9-13, 2020

 Bruges + Brussels, Belgium: September 13-17, 2020

 **The main trip will have a private charter flight from Berlin to Amsterdam. The cost for this international  
    flight is not included in the tour package price and will be billed at a later date.

Submit registration by email to IATL@carrouseltravel.com or fax to 612-866-9644 or mail with check payable to:
Carrousel Travel, 6625 Lyndale Avenue South, Suite 104, Minneapolis, MN 55423
Please include a photo copy of the first page of your passport.

Name 
  (Must be your legal name exactly as it appears on your passport)

Email

Companion
  (Must be your legal name exactly as it appears on your passport)

Companion Email

Preferred Mailing Address  q  Home  q  Office

If Office, Company Name

Address

City             State       Zip

Home Phone    Work Phone

Cell          Companion Cell
q  I have read/agree to the Terms & Conditions of this tour brochure.

Signature                  Date

Enclosed is $              To cover:
q  Deposit of $2,000/person   q  2nd Payment of $3,000/person (Due on 2/14/2020)
q  Final Payment (Due on 6/1/2020)
q  Bill my credit card   q  Visa   q  Mastercard   q  American Express

Acct. #

CVV         Exp. Date

Signature          Date
q  I authorize Carrousel Travel to charge my credit card for the deposit and all scheduled payments on the due dates.

All prices are quoted per person,
based on double occupancy and

include all items listed under
the Tour Inclusions.

* Price based on non-cash payment.

Terms & Conditions
Reservations must be accompanied by a $2,000 
per person deposit and signed registration form. A 
second payment of $3,000 per person is due February 
14, 2020. Final payment is due June 1, 2020. All 
payments are non-refundable. Carrousel Travel 
highly recommends trip cancellation and interruption 
insurance. We cannot guarantee any refunds from 
cancellations and any refunds will be based on the 
refunds received from hotels and suppliers along with 
the ability to fill your reservations.

Responsibility
IATL and Carrousel Travel purchase transportation, 
hotel accommodations, restaurant services and other 
services from various suppliers that are not subject 
to their control. IATL and Carrousel Travel cannot, 
therefore, be liable for any personal injury, property 
damage or personal loss in connection with any 
service which may occur due to (1) any act or omission 
of such a supplier, or (2) defects in or failures of any 
aircraft, vessel, automotive vehicle or other means 
of transportation that is not under their control, or 
(3) any circumstances arising as a result of military 
or political action, terrorism, weather, acts of God, 
epidemiological events or any other circumstances 
over which IATL and Carrousel Travel have no control. 

IATL and Carrousel Travel reserve the right to adjust 
US Dollar prices without notice to reflect fluctuations 
in the foreign exchange markets. IATL and Carrousel 
Travel also reserve the right to alter, change or omit 
any part of the itinerary as they deem necessary 
or desirable, and to pass on to tour members any 
expenditures or losses caused by delays or events 
beyond their control. 

Tour Questions & Reservations are being handled 
by Carrousel Travel 
Phone: 612-866-2503 or 800-800-6508


